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Introduction
In 1949 Albert Guerard, author of Thomas Hardyl The Novels
and Stories, wrote that reading the many books written about Thomas
Hardy "is a long and harrowing task" (1). Harrowing, Guerard says,
because "one rises from this task [of reading the critics] with the
impression that Hardy was a gloomy philosopher (fatalist? mechanistic
determinist? meliorist?) who wrote depressing but profound and
technically admirable realistic novels" (1). Guerard went on to suggest
that it was time to reevaluate Hardy; that Hardy was not the gloomy
pessimist his contemporaries and critics of the succeeding generation saw
him to be. The gloom and doom critics focused on such details as the
President of the Immortals comment at the end of Tess of the
d'Urbervilles and the bitter end of the tide character in Jude the Obscure.
These incidents and many others do indeed make Hardy appear to see
humanity as doomed to destruction, set adrift in a cruel world by an
uncaring deity, if indeed a deity existed at all. A closer look at other
elements in the prose of Thomas Hardy reveals that his impression of
mankind was much less gloomy. From the beginning of his prose writing
career to its end, Hardy included in his stories people whose presence
suggests that Hardy's underlying philosophy, while recognizing the dark
elements in men's souls, also knew and acknowledged the light elements.
One avenue for discovering the brighter side of Thomas Hardy is to look
at a group of characters that much of the criticism of Thomas Hardy's
prose, past and present, has ignored: the clergymen. Desmond Hawkins,
author of Hardy at Home: The People and Places of His Wessex, writes
that Hardy has "produced such a gallery of diverse portraits that he must
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be counted a connoisseur of the clerical character" (156). These characters
are a minor key for coming to an understanding of Hardy's conception of
the universe. As a group, they encompass the extremes of what Hardy
sees as the highest virtue that men and women can practice: Loving
kindness. Simon Gatrell in Thomas Hardy and the Proper Study of
Mankind explains:
One conclusion readily derived from a perusal of Hardy's
love-stories is that, when we come to consider the
relationship between individual and individual, the virtue
the most highly praised ... is loving-kindness ...it is the
only force which permits true understanding of one human
being by another. (5)
Later in the same study, Garrell emphasizes Hardy's preference for this
virtue over all other possible foundations for human interaction:
"[Hardy] has examined scientific aspiration, social codes, religious
morality and found them all insufficient without that community of two
people in loving-kindness ..." (67).
Hardy's clerical characters are the product of an association with
churchmen that began in his irifancy and lasted beyond his loss of faith in
his mid-twenties. During the years prior to his first published novel, he
encountered men of High Church and Evangelical leanings as well as
Baptists and Nonconformists. His own desire to enter the clergy, while
tainted by secular considerations, probably led him to speculate
extensively on how such a man ought to live. Timothy Hands in Thomas
Hardy� Distracted Preacher?, a study of how religion influenced Hardy,
asserts that though "Thomas Hardy never entered the church ...it is
generally agreed that the church most assuredly entered Thomas Hardy"
(r). Hardy absorbed the church through his study of the Bible and
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religious works and through his association with clergymen. His clerical
portraits are as much the product of his associations as they are the
product of his beliefs about God, the Church, and religions in general,
whatever those may ultimately have been. The most significant contacts
seem to be those with the Reverend Arthur Shirley, Vicar of Stinford
church from 1837 to 1891 and a High Churchman; the Reverend
Frederick Perkins, the father of two of Hardy's acquaintances and a
Baptist; and the Reverend Henry Moule, Vicar of Fordingham St. George
from 1829 to 1880 and an Evangelical.
As the vicar of Hardy's home parish, the Reverend Mr. Shirley was
the first cleric to influence Hardy. Although disliked by Hardy and his
parents, he cannot be discounted as an influence on Hardy's life and
writings. Hardy's biographers agree that the family probably disliked the
Reverend Mr. Shirley for disbanding the Stinford choir of which Hardy's
father and other relatives were members, and that there was some tension
between the vicar and the Hardys over Mrs. Hardy's decision to send
Thomas to a school run by a nonconformist (because she believed the
school offered a better all-round education than the one in the parish).
This dislike did not prevent a close association between the minister and
his family and Hardy. Michael Millgate in Thomas Hardy� A Biography
writes, "No doubt influenced by family resentment over the fate of the
choir, Hardy disliked the Stinford vicar, the Reverend Arthur Shirley, but
attended confirmation classes in the vicarage and later shared with
Shirley's sons in the teaching of the Sunday School" (38).
In his autobiography, Hardy gives the impression that the vicar
was ineffective, but Hands calls the Reverend Mr. Shirley "one of the
most important influences on both the sacred and the secular life of the
parish in which Hardy passed his formative years" (6). Hands's research
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into the Reverend Mr. Shirley's family's archives reveals a High
churchman with "a strongly reverential regard for the claims of
antiquity." Hands further describes him as a man without a "fondness for
publicity" or "a talent for public relations" who possessed an "energetic
and conscientious devotion to duty." He was a man much involved in
education. He encouraged people to support "respectably High Church
missionary societies," was a member of the Society for Promoting
Christian Knowledge, and formed the Stinford Parish Association of the
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel (7). Hands's search of the
records also shows Shirley's responsibility for the administrative and
financial maintenance of the Brockhampton National school which
Hardy first attended. The Reverend Mr. Shirley prepared his parishioners
for confirmation and communion by conducting group and individual
instruction sessions. He also provided his parishioners with reading
materials. Hands further notes that the Reverend Mr. Shirley's parish
greatly exceeded the national average in presenting candidates for
confirmations (8). Clearly the Reverend Mr. Shirley took a very active
interest in the members of his parish. Such activity with and for needy
individuals and the community as a whole is characteristic of the most
positively presented of Hardy's fictional clergy. The Reverend
Mr. Torkingham in Two on� Tower, for example, is very much involved
in preparing his parishioners for confirmation. The incident of the
disbanding of a church choir in Under the Greenwood Tree probably was
written with the Reverend Arthur Shirley in mind, although Hardy seems
to have rendered the incident as he thought it should have been handled
rather than as the act was discussed by his father, mother, and ocher
relatives. While the Hardys resented the Reverend Mr. Shirley's
disbanding of the choir, the attitude of the rustics in Under the
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Greenwood Tree is mollified by the Reverend Arthur Maybold's
diplomatic handling of the situation.
As significant as his association with the Reverend Mr.Shirley is
Hardy's close association with Henry Bastow, whom Hardy met in 1856
during his apprenticeship in the architectural office of John Hicks in
Dorchester. Although Bastow was not a clergyman, he did introduce
Hardy to Baptist thinking and to the Reverend Frederick Perkins. After
first denying any fundamental change in belief as a result of associating
with the Reverend Mr. Perkins and his family, Hardy in an entry in his
autobiography, The Life and Work of Thomas Hardy, acknowledges the
family's influence:
Nevertheless it would be unjust to the Baptist minister
P-- and his argumentative family to omit from these
gleanings out of the past Hardy's remarks on their finer
qualities. They formed an austere and frugal household,
and won his admiration by their thoroughness and
strenuousness ... [sic] It was through these Scotch people
that Thomas Hardy first became impressed with the
necessity for 'plain living and high thinking' ... [sic]
Among the few portraits of actual persons in Hardy's
novels, that of the Baptist minister in A Laodicean is one
being a recognizable drawing of P--.... (34-35)
The Reverend Mr. Woodwell, the Baptist minister in A Laodicean, is
only one of approximately half a dozen clerics whose lifestyles are marked
by "plain living and high thinking."
At what point in his life Hardy first came under the influence of
the Reverend Henry Moule and his sons is uncertain. The Reverend
Mr.Moule may have been known to Hardy's mother prior to her
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marriage. There is no doubt that the Reverend Mr. Moule, like the
Reverend Mr. Shirley and the Reverend Mr.Perkins, was an active cleric.
F. B.Pinion in Thomas Hardy_;_ His Life and Friends describes the
Reverend Mr. Moule as an energetic Evangelical, who reformed and
improved the parish of Fordingham despite the disapproval of his
parishioners. His activity involved both the religious and secular needs of
society. His efforts in stemming an outbreak of cholera in 1854 led to his
ultimate acceptance by his congregation. A letter that in part recalls the
Reverend Mr.Moule's actions in the cholera epidemic is reproduced in
The Life and Work of Thomas Hardy:
The study of your father's life ...has interested me much.
I well recall the cholera-years in Fordington ... [sic] For
instance, eve ry morning a man used to wheel the clothing
and bed-linen of those who had died in the night out into
the mead, where the Vicar had a large copper set. Some was
boiled there, and some burnt. He also had large fires
kindled in Mill-Street to carry off infection. An excellent
plan I should think. (423)
This incident is reproduced in the life of one of Hardy's exceptional
clerical characters, the Reverend John Maumb ry in "A Changed Man."
Pinion goes on to say of the Reverend Mr. Moule, "nobody did
more to raise the moral and social standards in this parish, and Hardy
had him personally in mind to some extent when he drew Angel Clare's
father in Tess of the d'Urbervilles" (50). Hands calls the Reverend
Mr. Moule "a crucially important influence on Hardy's life and works"
(18-19). In addition, the Reverend Mr.Moule's seven sons were all
clergymen or intellectuals whom Hardy knew. Horace Moule acted as his
mentor for some time, and Hands notes that after Horace Moule's
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suicide (while Hardy was in the process of writing Far From the Madding
Crowd) the novels are more likely to end with the central figures dead or
suffering psychological pain (34). Interestingly, the three novels which
preceded Far From the Madding Crowd all feature clergy in fairly
prominent roles: the Reverend John Raunham in Desperate Remedies,
the Reverend Arthur Maybold in Under the Greenwood Tree, and the
Reverend Christopher Swancourt in A Pair of Blue Eyes. Of the ten
novels which follow Far From the Madding Crowd, only three contain
clergy who are active in more than a very minor way: the Reverend
Mr. Woodwell in A Laodicean, the Reverend Mr. Torkingham and the
Right Reverend Cuthbert Helmsdale in Two on a Tower-both usually
considered minor novels, and the Reverend James Clare in Tess of the
d 'Urbervilles.
Although the Reverend Mr. Perkins and the Reverend Mr. Moule
are the only two men Hardy admits to using as models, the Reverend
Arthur Shirley's influence probably exceeds the superficial traits that show
up in the Reverend Christopher Swancourt and Parson Toogood (gout
and a liking for hunting, respectively). There are other possible models as
well. Although cautioning that these claims should be treated with
"reserve and perhaps even cynical caution," Hands does reproduce the
statements of Hardy's contemporaries suggesting that Charles Bingham,
"the celebrated Evangelical and Antiquary," is the source for some of
Parson Tringham's characteristics in Tess of the d'Urbervilles, and
Reginald Smith for Torkingham in Under the Greenwood Tree (127).
By the time Hardy published his first novels, the Victorian Church
had already undergone the reforms and revivals of the Tractarian and the
Evangelical phases. Hardy does not seem to favor one theological
position over the other in the creation of characters. Hands believes,
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however, that Hardy was more attracted to the Evangelicals than he
would later admit and posits the idea that Hardy's agnosticism may have
been the natural outgrowth of his Evangelical leanings. Specifically,
Hands notes that a belief in the search for truth, especially the truth
about oneself, was a hallmark of Evangelical thought, of agnosticism and
of Hardy's writing (34-35). Because Hardy continued to question and to
search for God, Hands believes that Hardy's loss of faith "does not solely
represent a rejection of his youthful enthusiasm; it can also to a certain
extent be viewed as an extension of Evangelical principles" (35). The
Evangelical principles Hands has in mind are those of freedom of
conscience and personal responsibility for finding and following the truth.
Hands quotes the Evangelical preacher Reginald Smith: "The
responsibility of deciding for one's self what Truth is, and then of
embracing that truth and living according to it, is inalienably attached to
every human being" (34). Owen Chadwick in The Victorian Church
states that most of the Evangelicals "embraced a Pauline interpretation of
the Gospel" (441). For Hardy this Pauline interpretation would include
equality and freedom for all, not Paul's presumed hatred of women that
infuriates liberals and feminists of the Twentieth Century.
Hands' final comment in the chapter of his work tided "Hardy's
Religious Biography" sums up the ambiguity in Hardy's religious beliefs.
Hands states, "where there were no limits to his possible beliefs, there
were equally no limits to his doubts. Although there were few things
which he could not believe, there were likewise few things that he could"
(36). Hardy was apparently aware of this ambiguity; therefore, all
assumptions regarding Hardy's beliefs based on his works need to take
into account his often repeated assertion:
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that the views in them are seemings, provisional impressions
only, used for artistic purposes because they represent
approximately the impressions of the age, and are plausible,
till somebody produces better theories of the universe. (The
Life and Works of Thomas Hardy 406)
One of the few things Hardy apparently believed in was the
efficacy of the virtue of loving-kindness, a consistent aspect of all his
"seemings" of the times and a characteristic manifested by all of Hardy's
admired acquaintances and friends among the clergy. In other words, this
idea of loving-kindness (which Gatrell also refers to as "Pauline charity"
[5]) is one of what Hands would call the "ethical assumptions" of
Christianity which Hardy "eclectically" held even while questioning other
aspects of religion in his "agnostic maturity" (80).
Another eclectically held view of Hardy's is the role of the Church
in society. Millgate in discussing Hardy's apparent loss of faith vis-a-vis
the Church writes:
It seems entirely possible, in fact, that he never did
experience a 'loss of faith' of the classic Victorian kind. His
attraction to the church seems always to have depended not
so much upon intellectual conviction as upon the emotional
appeal of its rituals and, later, upon its perceived possibilities
as an avenue of social and especially educational
advancement .... The erosion of Hardy's religious
convictions was thus a gradual process rather than the
consequence of a single moment of crisis, and he was never
to lose entirely his imaginative adherence to the Church, his
love of its music and its services, and his belief in its
civilizing and socializing functions. (91)
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and:
Unbeliever though he was, Hardy retained to the end of his
life not merely a personal attachment to the Anglican
traditions with which he had grown up bur a strong sense of
the social-what might now be called the socializing-value
of such traditions and of the rituals and observances in
which they were outwardly embodied. (247)
The mode of delivery for this "socializing function" of the Church
would be its (better) ministers, and the manner of delivery would be in
loving-kindness, for what is really important ro Hardy are the people, not
the institutions. In all his "seemings" about members of the clergy, the
concept that separates a sympathetically presented clergyman from an
unsympathetically presented one is the effort the man makes to treat
others as people possessing dignity, that is with loving-kindness.
Characters express loving-kindness through action. For a
clergyman

to

succeed as a model of virtue he should be actively involved

in the community; he should put the welfare of the individual members
of the community above his own; and he should do both without regard
to

the social class of the recipient of his largess. Hardy's many portraits of

clergymen range from parricides who are obvious failures in the virtue of
loving-kindness to one particular clergyman who embodies the virtue so
well that he loses his life through his service to his community.
For the purpose of discussion, representative examples of Hardy's
fictional clergy will be examined in three separate groups: first, those at
the extremes of loving-kindness; second, the failures of loving-kindness;
and, finally, the models of loving-kindness.

Chapter 1: At the Extremes of Loving-kindness
Clergymen are the main characters in two of Hardy's short stories,
"A Tragedy of Two Ambitions" and "A Changed Man." The three men
in these two stories define the parameters of loving-kindness into which
all of Hardy's other clergy fit. The capacity for loving-kindness is rarely
completely absent. Even evil men and women are inclined to care for a
few close associates or to appear to be kind when doing so furthers their
own ends. This limited inclination to put others above self is the negative
pole of Hardy's concept of loving-kindness. At the positive pole of
loving-kindness are those individuals who serve others unselfishly. The
two most distinct examples of these extremes of loving-kindness are the
Reverend Joshua Halborough in "A Tragedy of Two Ambitions" who
neglects to save the life of another in service to his own ambition and the
Reverend John Maumbry in "A Changed Man" who loses his life in
service to his parish. A third clergyman, Joshua's brother, the Reverend
Cornelius Halborough, resembles the Reverend Mr. Maumbry in
thinking, but follows his brother in action. Cornelius is near the center
and helps to define the extremes.
Hardy wrote "A Tragedy of Two Ambitions" in July or August of
1888 (before Tess and Jude). It is the story of two brothers, Joshua and
Cornelius Halborough, who hope to rise in the world through the
church. Even as young boys these two allow ambition rather than a sense
of charity to rule their behavior. The story opens with the two in
isolation from other members of their society "plodding away at the ...
idiomatic and difficult Epistle to the Hebrews" with the "shouts of the
village boys" and the "broken laughter from loungers at the inn-door" in
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the background. Even the society of their treasured sister is spurned.
When she asks them to come out and play with her, "they treated her as
an inadequate interlocutor, and put her off with some slight word," and
she goes away "disappointed" (77). This is the first instance of their
failure to understand what they study, a failure that leads to a lack of
loving-kindness in their behavior. Isolation is unnatural for the true
priest according to the work the brothers are studying. For example,
Hebrews 2:17 in explaining Christ's presence on earth as a man says,
"therefore he had to become like his brothers in every way, that he might
be a merciful and faithful high priest before God on their behalf." The
brothers want to be superior to the society in which they were born.
While the desire to improve ones' status is not an inherently evil thing,
the act of looking down on those unable to rise or on those who are
content as they are goes against the virtue of loving-kindness.
Because Joshua has "limited human sympathies" (82), he misses
other key points in the work he studies with his brother, for example,
self-sacrifice ("Indeed, it was fitting that when bringing many sons to
glory, God ... should make their leader in the work of salvation perfect
through suffering" [Hebrews 5:10]) and compassion (the high priest "is
able to deal patiently with erring sinners, for he himself is beset by
weakness" [Hebrews 5:2]), and the eschewing of honor ("One does not
take this honor [High Priest] on his own initiative, but only when called
by God .... Even Christ did not glorify himself with the office of high
priest; he received it from the One [who sent him]" [Hebrews 5:4-5]).
But Joshua complains, "we work and work in our own bungling way, and
the utmost we can hope for is a term of years as national schoolmasters,
and possible admission to a Theological college, and ordination as
despised licentiates" (79). Neither service nor preaching is foremost in
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Joshua's thinking. When the younger brother replies "with feeble
consolation" that they could preach the gospel just as well under those
circumstances as under better, Joshua reveals his true desire: "Preach the
Gospel-true ... But we can't rise!" (79). Only once does Joshua
approach the idea of service to the community (the socializing function of
the Church) in what he says. In this speech to his brother there is some
hint that he is aware that he is using the church as a means to an end
rather than entering the church to, himself, become the means to bring
about an end. He "fervidly" lists for Cornelius the good works a "man of
energy" can perform in the church, but then
He lapsed into reverie with the vision of his career,
persuading himself that it was ardour for Christianity which
spurred him on, and not pride of place. He had shouldered
a body of doctrine, and was prepared to defend it tooth and
nail, solely for the honour and glory that warriors win. (83)
The choice of words in the above passage is significant. Personal "honor
and glory" are not the things a servant of God or of the Church is
supposed to strive for. "Warriors" destroy whatever gets in their way.
They cannot show loving-kindness to everyone and remain warriors.
Cornelius, who seems to possess a faint gleam of insight, is hardly better.
He follows his brother's lead. Kristin Brady in The Shorr Stories of
Thomas Hardy calls Cornelius "the half-willing, half-unwilling follower"
(n6). While that is true of Cornelius, Brady's later assertion that
"Cornelius's failings as a cleric are merely intellectual, while Joshua's are
moral" (u6) is off the mark. Cornelius is more sensitive than Joshua to
the moral wrong in their actions, but he is just as culpable, just as much a
failure as Joshua.
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The real defining situation for these two is their treatment of their
father-a test of loving-kindness that they fail. The father is a detestable,
difficult, useless person throughout the story although the narrator reveals
that once he "had been a thriving master-machinist, notwithstanding his
free and careless disposition, till a taste for a more than adequate quantity
of strong liquor took hold of him" (79). There is also some indication
that Joshua sees him as worse than he is. Brady, in discussing color
imagery in the story, notes that the father is always described as wearing
clothes that are old-fashioned but light in color; however, Joshua "sees
him in images of darkness" (u5). At the very least, Mr. Halborough is the
kind of parent almost any child would consider troublesome.
Furthermore, the nature of Victorian social conventions would make him
a burden on children with social aspirations. Cornelius, in a moment of
insight that comes too late, refers obliquely to his father as "the cross"
they should have been willing to "endure" (105).
Though the brothers' desires can be understood and perhaps even
forgiven, their actions and, more pointedly, their lack of action towards
their father are crimes against loving-kindness. Their treatment of their
father reveals that they fail to understand not only the Epistle to the
Hebrews but more basic religious and social obligations as well, the
commandment to honor one's parents, for example. They complain,
rightly, that their father squandered the money that their mother put
aside for their education, and that he is a stumbling block in the path of
their ambition; but anger, embarrassment and resentment are the only
emotions they feel toward him. They express nothing positive toward
him, not forgiveness, not compassion, not honor, not even love, and
certainly not loving-kindness. When he comes home drunk, Joshua hides
him away to sleep it off. They are both very concerned that no one see
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him. They want to live in isolation from him, complaining of his
drinking and of his failure to work, but are unwilling to do more than
complain. They do not follow the example of the works they study and
try to forgive or to aid him. Consider Tess whose parents are nearly as
bad as Mr. Halborough. Tess's father is too lazy and too fond of drinking
to support his large family and Tess's mother is too ready to allow her
responsibilities to fall upon Tess's shoulders. When Tess's mother goes to
retrieve her husband from the Tavern, for example, she forgets all about
her children and enjoys acting as she did before any of them were born.
Tess earns Hardy's approval in part because she never despises them and
feels an obligation to care for all of her family.
In the second part of "A Tragedy of Two Ambitions," the brothers
have left their home to pursue their careers. They try to keep as far away
from the society of their father as possible. They also keep their sister
away from him by borrowing money to send her away to school. Joshua
is mortified when his father comes to visit him at his college "in a fustian
coat and a battered white hat with a much-ruffled nap, having upon his
arm a tall gipsy-woman wearing long brass earrings" (85). Although
embarrassed by their accosting of a sub-deacon of the college as they look
for him, Joshua at first thinks that he will offer them assistance, but
apparently changes his mind and bluntly refuses both his father's
invitation to dine with them ("Thanks; but I am a teetotaller; and I have
lunched" [86]) and his father's request that Joshua at least pay for a drink
("Not a penny ...You've had enough already" [86]). Joshua is a far cry
from a representative of Christ, keeping company with tax collectors and
sinners and turning water into wine for the probably already drunk
revelers at a wedding. Joshua and his father part in anger without even a
good-bye. Later, after weeping "hot tears" upon his books and being
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"immeasurably more wretched" than his father, Joshua sees only two
options: put more distance between himself and his father or be dragged
down by him (86). He decides to offer the couple sufficient funds to
emigrate to Canada. Writing to his brother of the decision Joshua says,
"If he does not accept my terms and leave the country, it will extinguish
us and kill me. For how can we live, and relinquish our high aim, and
bring down our dear sister Rosa to the level of a gipsy's step-daughter?"
(87). The father accepts the offer and the sons continue to rise. Joshua
gets a living of his own, Cornelius succeeds Joshua in a comfortable
position as curate for an infirm incumbent, and the sister, Rosa, is about
to marry Albert Fellmer, a member of the landed gentry, albeit the owner
of only a small estate, when the father returns. The sons intercept him on
his way to present himself at the manor house as Rosa's father, drunk and
freshly released from jail where he had been serving rime "for a
commonplace of disorderly conduct" (94). Cornelius had witnessed his
father's conduct and subsequent arrest without going to his assistance.
The brothers never consider the option of contacting their father
in person while he is in jail. As they have in the past, the brothers hope
that ignoring him will make him go away. Nor do they ever reveal what
they know to Rosa. Joshua's immediate reaction when he hears the news
shows not the slightest compassion for his father, only the usual self
concern. Fearing that his father's presence will forestall Rosa's marriage
and his own career, Joshua cries our, "Beaten! We are to be beaten on the
eve of our expected victory!" (95). While the father remains in jail, the
brothers do nothing. When he is released, the brothers go to meet him in
response to a note he has sent. After missing him at the designated
meeting place, the brothers finally overtake him when he is almost within
shouting distance of the Fellmer manor house. A conversation filled with
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bitterness on all sides follows. The father's speech reveals much: that he
sees his sons as ambitious men who despise him; that like his eldest son
he is concerned mostly with himself; that what they have done to him has
hurt him. When Joshua asks him why he is interfering in their lives, the
father replies,
Because you took me in, my lad, in banishing me to that
cursed country under pretence that it was for my good. You
were a pair of hypocrites to say so. It was done to get rid of
me-no more nor less. But Jerry, I'm a match for ye now!
I'll spoil your souls for preaching. My daughter is going to
be married to the squire here ...and I'm her father, and I
shall give her away, or there'll be a hell of a row, I can
assur'ee! ...I wish no harm to the gennleman, and the
gennleman will wish no harm to me. But I like to take my
place in the family, and stand upon my rights, and lower
people's pride! (98)
During this speech Joshua "writhed in impo�ent despair" thinking
how "a scene with their father in the parish would demolish as fair a
palace of hopes as was ever builded" (98). The scene ends when the father
announces that Joshua was truly born a bastard. (In response to a
question about his companion in Canada the elder Halborough says,
"Woman! She was my wife as lawful as the Constitution-a sight more
lawful than your mother was till some time after you were born!" [99]).
The father stalks off in triumph and shortly the sons hear "the
noise of a flounce in the water" (99). Instinctively, Cornelius starts to
help him, but Joshua, "awaking from the stupefied reverie into which he
had sunk, rushed to the other's side before he had taken ten steps. 'Stop,
stop, what are you thinking of?' he whispered hoarsely, grasping
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Cornelius' arm" (99). Cornelius wanes to go on, but Joshua brings up all
the arguments against their father, "Her life and happiness, you know
Cornelius-and your reputation and mine-and our chance of rising
together, all three--" (99). So they hesitate and listen to the splashing
and floundering and his feeble calls for help and for his daughter until
Cornelius grows agitated, "We'll go-we must save him. 0 Joshua!"
(100). Joshua agrees, but they remain inactive, "holding each other, each
thinking the same thought" (mo). They move only when they hear only
silence and cannot recover the body because it slips under a culvert and is
caught there. That Hardy intended the reader to see their inaction as a
crime is clear from the narrator's comment: "In their pause there had
been time to save him twice over" (100). From this point on only Rosa's
star continues to shine. Six months later Rosa was "the admired of most
of them [local people]" and "happy, if ever a woman could be said to be
so" (102). She brings about at least the collateral rise of the family by
bearing for Fellmer the heir to his estate. Ironically, the trait that
separates her from her brothers, contentment with her station in life, is
responsible for her good fortune. Fellmer, in discussing her with his
mother, notes that her lack of ambition makes her a suitable mate for
him because "from what [Fellmer] knows of her, a life in this place [his
home] is all that she would wish for" (93).
The brothers, meanwhile, have lost whatever hopes they once had
and wait anxiously for the body to be found. When it is found, it cannot
be identified. Cornelius should have performed the service since the body
was found in his parish, bur he cannot bring himself to do it. He writes
to Joshua who rather than "let in a stranger" comes and " [gets] through

the service some way" (103). Afterwards the brothers again agree to keep
silent for Rosa's sake. Joshua is subdued and unrepentant, still thinking
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mostly of himself. Now he sees the Church as "a poor forlorn hope for
people without influence, particularly when their enthusiasm begins to
flag" and wishes he had "gone on mending mills, with my crust of bread
and liberty" (105). Cornelius is haunted ("I see him every night" [105])
and realizes that they acted against the gospel in everything they did: "Ah,
we read our Hebrews to little account, Jos! ... To have endured the cross,

despising the shame-there lay greatness!" (ro5). At the end of the story
the brothers sink into despair, feeling that to die in the same spot as their
father "would put an end to trouble" (105). The brothers return to their
respective homes "with that contingency to consider in the silence of
their nights and days" (105).
These two failures of loving-kindness end without achieving the
class distinction they desire and with no real community to which to
belong. Their silence about the matter is a selfish act for their own
benefit not an act of loving-kindness for their sister who wonders why she
does not hear from her father. As Brady notes, Joshua sees only the
practical failure of his scheme (II9) and is an unredeemed failure in
virtue. Cornelius is the better man because he finally sees where he went
wrong. Brady believes "Cornelius ...reaches a kind of tragic stature in
the story's conclusion" because he realizes the true meaning of priesthood
(II9), but to find a man of the cloth who knows that loving-kindness is
part of the true meaning of priesthood one must look to another of
Hardy's short stories.
Simon Gatrell writes, "in Jude the Obscure loving-kindness,
Pauline charity, seems to die with Jude" (5), but loving-kindness does
appear again. "A Changed Man" was written in July or August of 1900
after Jude the Obscure. At first the central character John Maumbry does
not appear to be a likely candidate for becoming a self-sacrificing priest.
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At the beginning of the sto ry, Maumb ry is a dashing young milita ry man
"with an attractive hint of wickedness in his manner" (4). This
wickedness is an ambiguous quality, however, as revealed by a close
inspection of Maumb ry's eyes:
The large dark eyes that lit his pale face expressed this
wickedness strongly, though such was the adaptability of
their rays that one could think they might have expressed
sadness or seriousness just as readily, if he had had a mind
for such. (4-5)
Maumbry 's penchant for wickedness is well established early in the
tale. He is among the perpetrators of the sto ry of the regimental ghost
and is among those who "were the cause of bitter tears to several young
women of the town and country" (6). Furthermore, when his impending
marriage to Laura is first announced, few believe that it will actually occur
because "several girls have been mentioned in connection with his name"
and nothing has come of the rumors (6-7). Although the marriage goes
well, the narration reveals that Maumbry had entered into it at first
"without serious intent" (8).
Laura and Maumbray's married life is happy and carefree. Their
"lively presence" was called for at all the best parties and no one really
minded that "there was a little backwardness in the bill-paying of the
couple" (8). The marriage goes well until Maumb ry has his conversion
experience, a gradual thing begun by the arrival of a new curate,
Mr. Sainway, "a man of persuasive and gentle eloquence" whose
preaching "operated like a charm" on those who came to listen (9).
Maumbry's first reaction to the minister is in keeping with the initial
unholy aspect of his character. Maumb ry calls Sainway "this cursed new
lath in a sheet" (ro), but gradually the two become best of friends.
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Maumbry spends time with the preacher every day; and, after about a
year, when the preacher goes away to another living and subsequently
dies, Maumb ry announces to his wife that he has decided to answer a call
he feels from within himself to retire from the milita ry and become a
parson. When his wife balks at the change, Maumb ry tells her, "You'll
get accustomed to the idea, for I am constrained to carry it out, though it
is against my worldly interests. I am forced on by a Hand outside me to
tread in the steps of Sainway" (12). Hardy's choice of name for the man
who brings about Maumbry's conversion is as blatantly symbolic as it
appears. The "sane way" is a life that is less self-indulgent and more
compassionate toward others, one characterized by the unconditional
expression of loving-kindness.
From the point of his conversion on Maumbry abandons
completely his former lifestyle; everything he does is tied into the
principal aspects of loving-kindness. Unlike Joshua Halborough,
Maumbry's ambition is for the betterment of others rather than for an
improvement in his own standing. He is concerned for the community
he serves; he puts the people's welfare above his own; and he lacks any
consciousness of differences of class. Once he makes his decision and is
ordained, the Reverend Mr. Maumb ry becomes a model of the virtue of
loving-kindness. The one area in which he might be found at fault is that
he persists in his plan despite his wife's unhappiness. In this he is open to
the charge of being unkind to his wife. Brady argues that Maumb ry's
decision is unfair to his wife. She questions the "morality" of a decision
"when it alters the terms of the marriage" which she defines in this case as
the "social and economic expectations" of the wife (192). Brady sees
Maumb ry's and his wife's situation as a parallel to that of Clym and
Eustacia in The Return of the Native when Clym decides to cut furze
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rather than pursue something more in keeping with Eustacia's ideal.
Brady shows much more understanding of Laura's infidelity than she
does of Maumbry's change of heart. The criticism smacks of unfairness.
Brady further confuses the situation by mentioning Alec d'Urberville
without acknowledging the greater proof of his innate lack of loving
kindness. Brady believes
If Alec Ourberville [sic] is any indication, Hardy was
skeptical about conversions by religious enthusiasts like
Mr. Sainway, and the irony he applied elsewhere to the
cliche "a changed man" ...suggests that Hardy was not
entirely convinced himself that a person could "change" as
completely and irrevocably as the phrase would suggest.
(192)
Yet many characters in Hardy's stories do change over time. They
come to see what is really best for them: Bathsheba finally goes to Gabriel
Oak in Far From the Madding Crowd, Thomasin accepts Venn in The
Return of the Native, and Angel Clare realizes the worthiness of Tess in
Tess of the d'Urbrevilles, for example. While none of these situations are
quite the same as Maumbry's, they nonetheless reveal Hardy's belief that
a change of heart is possible. That Laura goes to help her husband, the
Reverend Mr.Maumb ry, in the end despite having a lover ready and
willing to take her away is a further indication that Hardy believed that
men and women can be changed by their experiences. Finally, an
argument could be made that Laura's reaction to Maumbry's decision
and her subsequent infidelity are as great a sin against loving-kindness as
is Maumb ry's refusal to forgo what he believes is the true path to suit her.
Laura's voicing of the question-does a husband have the right to make a
radical change in his life even if he feels a calling?- goes unanswered, but
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the fact that Laura ends her days a saddened widow, in an emotional state
much like that of Cornelius Halborough, is an indication of Hardy's
disapproved of her conduct toward her husband. She ends, like the
Halborough brothers, facing a length of joyless days without a companion
in loving-kindness.
The Reverend Mr. Maumb ry's treatment of Laura is
unquestionably good and fair at all other times. During the latter part of
their marriage he proves his concern for her welfare by isolating her from
him so that she is safe from the risk of infection by cholera chat he takes,
and when she asks his permission to act in a comedy for a charitable
purpose he lets her make her own decision despite his pose-conversion
opposition to acting.
The Reverend Mr. Maumb ry does something no ocher clergyman
in Hardy is shown doing. When given the opportunity, he chooses a
living not on the basis of what he might gain, but because the people
there need someone. Neither economics nor class nor bodily comfort
affects his decision. The narrator describes the choice:
a low-lying district of the town, which at chat date was
crowded with impoverished cottagers, was crying for a
curate, and Mr. Maumb ry generously offered himself as one
willing to undertake labour s chat were certain to produce
little result, and no thanks, credit, or emolument. (13)
His territo ry is in fact the Mixen Lane section to Casterbridge, a place
readers of Hardy's novels would recognize as unsavory, the kind of place
the Halboroughs' father would go to drink, yet the Reverend
Mr. Maumbry gives his life in service to this community.
Although the town folk fault his preaching as not ve ry good, he
"pursued his daily labours in and out of the hovels with serene
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unconcern" (14). His lack of concern for what others think is also
revealed in his "shabby clerical dress" and his service in making purchases
for his poorer parishioners (15).
When an epidemic of cholera breaks out in this area, the Reverend
Mr. Maumb ry shows the extent of his loving-kindness not only by
staying with the community, bur by taking upon himself tasks that
involve considerable risk. The narrator points out that there is some good
fortune for the people in the timing of the epidemic, for "Mau mbry was
the man for such an hour" (16). He lived near the most infected street
and was "occupied morn, noon, and night in endeavours to stamp our
the plague and in alleviating the sufferings of the victims" (16). In fact, he
takes on the most dangerous of duties, boiling and disinfecting the
clothing of those who have succumbed to the disease, a task in which
"Mr. Maumb ry had over-exerted himself in the relief of the suffering
poor, and fell a victim-one of the last-to the pestilence which had
carried off so many" (22).
The Reverend Mr. Maumb ry reflects the characteristics of the
clergy Hardy admired. The cholera incident is taken from the life of the
Reverend Mr. Moule (Moule survived). The Reverend Mr. Maumbry's
plain living and high thinking liken him to the Reverend Mr. Perkins.
The Reverend Mr. Maumbry's activity served a social function in his
parish. He and Joshua Halborough, then, are the quintessence of the
clergy, the extremes of the models of the clergy that Hardy used in his
novels from the beginning of his prose writing career as one means of
explicating his doctrine of loving-kindness.

Chapter 2: Failures in the Art of Loving-kindness

There are many characters in the novels and short stories of
Thomas Hardy who fall into the same category as the Halborough
brothers. At the root of every villain or near villain is a failure in loving
kindness. Among the clergy or would be-clergy there are a few clear
examples. The Reverend Randolph Twycott, the son in "The Son's
Veto," allows pride of place to take precedence over his mother's
happiness. Parson Billy Toogood, in "Andrew Satchel and the Parson and
Clerk," refuses to marry a young couple because the groom smells of
alcohol, but leaves them locked in the church tower for a day and a night
while he goes off hunting. Tess encounters several clerical types who
embody neither the potential socializing force of the Church nor the
virtue of loving-kindness. Alec d'U rberville' s brief sojourn as a "ranter"
and his preceding and subsequent career as a despoiler of Tess reveal the
persistent nature of evil even in a man who has glimpsed a better way.
Cuthbert and Felix Clare speak hard words that, overheard by Tess,
prevent her from seeking the assistance of their more compassionate
father.
Among clergy with more involved roles in the novels, the failures
are less easily defined. The Reverend Christopher Swancourt in A Pair of
Blue Eyes and the Right Reverend Cuthbert Helmsdale, Bishop of
Melchester, in Two on a Tower both fail to act consistently with loving
kindness, yet both are characters that at times evoke the sympathy usually
reserved for the victims of those who fail in loving-kindness rather than
those who fall short themselves. One problem with the Reverend
Mr. Swancourt is that so little about him bespeaks a parson. He seems to
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be what he is because his family has declined, and he has to do
something. Where the Reverend Mr. Maumbry had a vocation and the
Halboroughs an excess of ambition, the Reverend Mr. Swancourt has the
desire to maintain appearances and a comfortable lifestyle. He works hard
neither for others nor for himself. He is a parson because he finds the
position comfortable, not out of any apparent religious conviction. Other
characters in Hardy are more closely tied to their stated profession. In Far
From the Madding Crowd, Gabriel Oak is a shepherd and a farmer. In
The Return of the Native, Clym Yoebright is never seen buying and
selling gems, but once he becomes a furze cutter, he cuts furze; when he
becomes a secular preacher, he preaches. Likewise, in The Woodlanders,
Edred Fitzpiers is at least occasionally seen doctoring, although his two
notable patients, old Mr. South and Giles Winterborne, both die. But
the Reverend Mr. Swancourt is never seen performing clerical duties in
any memorable fashion. The one duty that is mentioned specifically,
writing sermons, is performed by his daughter, Elfride. In the first part of
the novel Hardy associates the Reverend Mr. Swancourt with a farmer in
appearance: "His ensemble was that of a highly improved class of farmer
dressed up in the wrong clothes" (72); and in his speech: Elfride tells
Smith that if she does not include reminders in his sermon to keep his
voice down "he gets louder and louder, till at last he shouts like a farmer
up afield" (76). The Reverend Mr. Swancourt's milieu, especially his
study, is more farmerlike than parsonlike:
All along the chimmeypiece were ranged bottles of horse,
pig and cow medicines, and against the wall was a high
table, made up of the fragments of an old oak lynch-gate.
Upon this stood stuffed specimens of owls, divers, and gulls,
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and over them benches of wheat and barley ears, labelled
with the date of the year that produced them. (72)
The books on the shelves, which include tracts on the New Testament,
"just saved the character of the place" from the overall appearance of a
farmer's room (72). Herbert Grimsditch, in Character and Environment
in the Novels of Thomas Hardy, declares that the Reverend
Mr. Swancourt is "ve ry unsuccessful in subduing" his natural tendencies
"into the true clerical mould." Grimsditch goes on to say that the
Reverend Mr. Swancourt "is simply a count ry squire in broadcloth; his
temperament has taken on only the thinnest veneer from his profession"
(148). A true reform movement in the Church would have forced the
Reverend Mr. Swancourt to earn a living by some other means.
Nevertheless, he is an ordained clergyman; and while the Reverend
Mr. Swancourt is not as much a moral failure as either Joshua or
Cornelius, he is a far c ry from being anything like the Reverend
Mr. Maumb ry. His failures in loving-kindness are the result of
foolishness and a blinding desire to maintain appearance. He is also a bit
of a hypocrite. Robert Ebbatson, in his introduction to the novel, sums
up the Reverend Mr. Swancourt as "a recognizable type of count ry
parson, jovial, irascible, snobbish and worldly" (20). Timothy Hands
notes that the Reverend Mr. Swancourt received some of the Reverend
Arthur Shirley's "less flattering characteristics"; specifically Hands lists
"his genealogical interests, his second marriage, and his gout" (125).
The definitive statement on the Reverend Mr. Swancourt is
uttered twice in the novel in a conversation between Stephen Smith and
Elfride Swancourt. As the two are deciding what to do after the Reverend
Mr. Swancourt has had his change of heart over Smith, Smith declares
that he will work hard to make himself acceptable to the Reverend
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Mr. Swancourt, confident of success because the the minister "is not a
wicked man." Elfride immediately replies, "No, he is not wicked" (146).
That the trait is expressed as a lack of wickedness rather than as the
possession of goodness is significant. If the Reverend Mr. Swancourt is
not wicked, neither is he as lovingly kind as he ought to be to those
around him. The Reverend Mr. Swancourt sins in several ways against
the virtue of loving-kindness. He is definitely class conscious. His
concern for the community is minimal. His service is evident only in the
favor he does for Lord Luxellian, something he is proud of rather than
something done out of humility. Once he marries Mrs. Troyton, he
merely passes through the village without stopping. Stephen is told on
one of his visits home: "Mr Glim, the curate, calls occasionally, but the
Swancourts don't come into the village now any more than to drive
through it. They dine at my lord's oftener than they used" (292). The
Reverend Mr. Swancourt also puts on airs. Stephen's mother in
explaining why she curtsied to him says,
What else could I do with the man to get rid of him,
banging it into me and your father by side and by seam
about his greatness, and what happened when he was a
young fellow at college, and I don't know what-all; the
tongue o'en flopping round his mouth like a mop-rag round
a dairy. (141)
The Reverend Mr. Swancourt's difficulty in hearing-the narrator
notes that he is "rather deaf' (52) and the Reverend Mr. Swancourt says
his condition is marked by "a dead silence" (73) - while a physical
affliction beyond his control may also be symbolic of his lack of loving
kindness. One does not have to act to give succor to the community or
to individuals if one never hears their cries. He is also selectively deaf and
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blind to the growing affection between Elfride and Smith until the truth
of Smith's parentage is revealed.
Like the Halboroughs, the Reverend Mr. Swancourt's most
difficult test of loving-kindness comes through a family member. His
loving-kindness is flawed where it ought to be most secure, in his
treatment of his daughter, Elfride. While there is much evidence that he
loves her dearly, there are also numerous occasions where their
comfortable community of two is rendered less comfortable for her by his
lapses of consideration. For example, the Reverend Mr. Swancourt's
failure early in the novel to acknowledge the validity of or to sympathize
with her concern over entertaining a stranger without him is a breach of
loving-kindness. Also, in that opening section of the novel, the narrator
reveals that Elfride is not surprised when Smith bluntly asks her to sing
because "she guessed that her father had some hand in framing it,
knowing rather to her cost, of his unceremonious way of utilizing her for
the benefit of dull sojourners" (67). The Reverend Mr. Swancourt is not
in the habit of exerting himself even on his daughter's behalf. The
narrator explains that Elfride develops the habit of riding about the
countryside alone both because her father could "not afford a regular
attendant" and because of "his inveterate habit of letting anything be to
save himself trouble" (155). In the same passage the narrator notes that
the Reverend Mr. Swancourt "could habitually neglect" Elfride (155).
This, of course, leads to her unsuccessful attempt to run off and marry
Smith in secret.
If his later actions had been motivated simply by love for her, his
breach of loving-kindness could have been forgiven, but much of what he
does is motivated by the desire to maintain appearances. The Reverend
Mr. Swancourt's tremendous sense of class superiority leads to the breach
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of loving-kindness that causes him to reject Smith. The Reverend
Mr. Swancourt is accepting of the apparent faults and lapses in Smith's
learning as long as he believes Smith to have "blue blood" in his veins
( 66). After the inadvertent and untimely disclosure of Smith's parentage,
the Reverend Mr. Swancourt is revealed as a man whose "prejudices were
too strong for his generosity"-for which reason Stephen Smith will not
longer be counted among his friends (131). The Reverend Mr. Swancourt
does not remember Smith's protests when he had first suggested Smith's
middle name revealed a prestigious family history. It is this dislike of
Smith's rustic family that makes the Reverend Mr. Swancourt a wall
between Elfride and Smith. The Reverend Mr. Swancourt says of
Elfride's desire to marry Smith: "It is impossible; no father in England
would hear of such a thing" (133). The Reverend Mr. Swancourr sees
himself as the injured party, and lacks the loving-kindness to see the
worth of a man despite his family. He faults Stephen for the very act in
which he, himself, will engage-marry a woman to improve his social
standing. His main objection to Smith is that his daughter "would always
be known as the wife of Jack Smith, the mason's son, and not under any
circumstances as the wife of a London professional man. It is the
drawback, not the compensating fact, that is talked of always" (135). Later
when he fetches Elfride from her ill-conceived flight to Henry Knight's
London quarters, the Reverend Mr. Swancourt is upset because Elfride's
"tricks" and "idiocies" might disgrace his "family name and house" (405).
The last image of him in the novel is significant. Unity, a former
servant of the Swancourts, fills in the details of Elfride's life for Knight
and Smith. Elfride had confided in Unity and one day after informing
Unity of the date for her wedding to Lord Luxellian,
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[Elfride] freshened up a bit - whether 'twas with the
thought of getting away from home or not, I don't know.
For, perhaps, I may as well speak plainly, and tell you that
her home was no home to her now. Her father was bitter to
her and harsh upon her, and though Mrs Swancourt was well
enough in her way, 'twas a sort of cold politeness that was
not worth much, and the little thing had a worrying time of
it altogether [emphasis added]. (448)
Here is an inability to forgive, to live and let live, a breach of loving
kindness. While the Reverend Mr. Swancourt does not dismiss Elfride
from his society, he does make their community of two unpleasant.
There is no evidence that he ever shows compassion for her or forgives
her indiscretion as a man of God ought to do. This is the Reverend
Mr. Swancourt's failure as a man and as a cleric.
Appearances of a different sort are a problem for the Right
Reverend Cuthbert Helmsdale, Bishop of Melchester, one of two
clergymen in Two on a Tower. Like the Reverend Mr. Swancourt, the
Reverend Mr. Helmsdale possess character traits that disqualify him from
full membership in the gallery of quiet heroes. Grimsditch puts the
Reverend Mr. Helmsdale in the same class as Felix and Cuthbert Clare,
accusing them all of "a similar uncharitableness and readiness to look for
the worst motive" in the actions of others (144). Among the Reverend
Mr. Helmsdale's other negative qualities, Grimsditch lists "ecclesiastical
conventionalism" (144) and a "too profound sense of his own importance
and the eminence of his position" (145). On the other hand, Grimsditch
lists his better qualities on some occasions as "good sense and sound
ideas" and "candour" (144).
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Like the Halboroughs, the Reverend Mr. Helmsdale is not given to
rubbing elbows with the common herd of the society he is supposed to
serve. Lady Constantine tells Swithin St. Cleeve, "he is a man averse to
society, and mostly keeps entirely with the clergy on these confirmation
tours ... " (171). On the other hand he is the first bishop to hold
confirmation in the small villages in twenty years. His predecessor
"wouldn't take the trouble to come to such an out-of-the-way parish"
and made people travel to a central location to be confirmed (172). His
reclusiveness may be less a result of pride than it is the result of some
underlying insecurity. Hardy's description of his physical appearance is
designed to undermine the prelate's superiority to others by implying that
in this case the clothes do make the man:
The Right Reverend Cuthbert Helmsdale, D.D., ninety
fourth occupant of the episcopal throne of the diocese,
revealed himself to be a personage of dark complexion,
whose darkness was thrown still further into prominence by
the two lawn [sic] protuberances that now rose upon his two
shoulders like the Eastern and Western hemispheres. In
stature he seemed to be tall and imposing, but something of
this aspect may have been derived from his robes. (176)
The Bishop's faults are revealed in his pursuit of marriage to
Viviene Constantine and in his treatment of Swithin St. Cleeve. The
problem with the Reverend Mr. Helmsdale's desire to marry Viviene is
that he refuses to recognize that she simply does not want to marry him.
He discounts her letters of rejection, listening instead to her brother and
convincing himself that marriage to him would be for her own good,
although early in the courtship he had admitted that their marriage
would be of more benefit to him professionally, socially, and emotionally
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than to her. Ironically, she finally gives in out of desperation-pregnant
with Swithin's child but unable to contact him-Viviene marries the
Bishop in an attempt to hide her shame. Whether or not Bishop
Helmsdale knows of her condition before the marriage is uncertain.
What is certain is that the marriage was not a happy one. In the end the
Reverend Mr. Torkingham sums up the situation for Swithin: "His poor
wife, I fear, had not a great deal more happiness with him than with her
first husband" (304). Her first husband had left for an African hunting
trip after extracting a promise from her that she would withdraw from
society while he was absent. He never returned, but word eventually
reaches England that he had "married" a tribal princess. He died in
Africa leaving his debts to his wife.
Bishop Helmsdale becomes interested in Swithin because of
Swithin's appearance at the confirmation and the good things others say
of him later. This interest leads to an unannounced visit to Swithin's
observatory where Bishop Helmsdale finds a woman's bracelet on the bed
and sees a woman hiding behind the curtains. J use before leaving the
observatory, Bishop Helmsdale arranges with Swithin for the two of them
to meet the next morning. The meeting begins with some rather

insignificant breeches of decorum on the part of Bishop Helmsdale. First,
he is late because he is indulging in his pursuit of Viviene. Then, he fails
to apologise, and he fails to return Swithin's greeting. Minor in
themselves, these things reflect a lack of consideration for Swithin and the
Bishop's sense of his own superiority. The bishop then proceeds with the
accusation chat Swithin has been illicitly involved with a woman, an affair
char makes Swithin's presenting himself for confirmation unacceptable to
the Bishop.
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The Bishop's behavior indicates that he has passed judgement on
Swithin before giving Swithin an opportunity to defend himself:
Their glances met, and it was with some consternation that
Swithin beheld the change that a few short minutes had
wrought in that episcopal countenance ...now the smile
was gone as completely as yesterday; the lines of his face
were firm; his dark eyes and whiskers were overspread with
gravity; and, as he gazed upon Swithin from the repose of
his stable figure it was like an evangelized King of Spades
come to have it out with the Knave of Hearts. (197)
The Bishop pronounces his judgement at the very beginning of his
meeting with Swithin: "'However, about your presenting yourself for
confirmation.' (The Bishop's voice grew stern.) 'If I had known
yesterday morning what I knew twelve hours later, I wouldn't have
confirmed you at all"' (198).
The Bishop's explanation confirms the firmness of his
prejudgement:
'In inspecting it [Swithin's room] I noticed something which
I may truly describe as extraordinary. I have had young men
present themselves to me who turned out to be notoriously
unfit .... But I never remember a case which equalled the
cool culpability of this. While infringing the first principles
of social decorum you might at least have respected the
ordinance sufficiently to have stayed away from it altogether.
Now I have sent for you here to see if a last entreaty and a
direct appeal to your sense of manly uprightness will have
any effect in inducing you to change your course of life.'
(199)
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Bishop Helmsdale bases his accusation on "A bracelet,-a coral
bracelet. I found the wanton object on the bed in your cabin! And of the
sex of the owner there can be no doubt. More than that, she was
concealed behind the curtains, for I saw them move"

(200).

Swithin

replies to the Bishop honestly, if evasively, "Nobody was in my room, my
lord, who had not a perfect right to be there"

(200).

Swithin cannot

reveal the truth, that the woman was Viviene and that they are married,
because Viviene has sworn him to secrecy. But Swithin does appeal to
Bishop Helmsdale to withhold judgement until such time as he can
explain himself:
Swithin was meek as Moses, but he tried to appear sturdy.
'My lord, I am in a difficult position,' he said mournfully;
'how difficult, nobody but myself can tell. I cannot explain;
there are insuperable reasons against it. But will you take
my word of assurance that I am not so bad as I seem? Some
day I will prove it. Till then I only ask you to suspend your
judgment on me.'

(200)

Both charity and reason demand that such an appeal be granted, but
Bishop Helmsdale "shook his head incredulously and went towards the
vicarage, as if he had lost his hearing"

(201).

Swithin's feeling on the

matter reflects Hardy's view of Bishop Helmsdale's lack of charity:
The effect upon Swithin of the interview with the Bishop
had been a very marked one. He felt that he had good
ground for resenting that dignitary's tone in haughtily
assuming that all must be sinful which at the first blush
appeared to be so, and in narrowly refusing a young man the
benefit of a single doubt. Swithin's assurance chat he would
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be able to explain all some day had been taken in
contemptuous incredulity.
'He may be as virtuous as his prototype Timothy; but
he's an opinionated old fogey all the same,' said St.Cleeve
petulantly. (212)
Bishop Helmsdale dies three years after his marriage to Viviene.
Near the end of the novel, Swithin returns home and is greeted by
Reverend Torkingham. Swithin asks if the Bishop was "a particularly
good man" to which Torkingham replies, "To speak candidly, he had his
faults, of which arrogance was not the least ..." (304). A deficiency of
loving-kindness is also a fault of Bishop Helmsdale.

Chapter 3: Models of the Art of Loving-kindness

Hardy created more upright clergymen than censurable clergymen.
Included among the noteworthy examples are the Reverend John
Raunham in Desperate Remedies, the Reverend Arthur Maybold in
Under the Greenwood Tree, Parson Thirdly in Far From the Madding
Crowd, the Reverend Mr.Woodwell in A Laodicean, the Reverend
Mr. Torkingham in Two on.!! Tower, and the Reverend James Clare in
Tess of the d'Urbervilles. Each one lives a life founded in loving
kindness. Each is involved in his community. Each offers assistance
regardless of class. Each is inclined to put the needs of others above his
own. The Reverend John Raunham from Hardy's first published novel
and the Reverend James Clare from his twelfth are representative of the
group. The Reverend Mr. Raunham comes to the assistance of the heroes
of Desperate Remedies. The Reverend James Clare never gets the
opportunity to assist Tess but there is irrefutable evidence that he would.
Both are saintly men who serve others, are not out for personal gain, and
are in touch with the needy. In their personal as well as in their
professional lives there is evidence of humility and charity.
The Reverend John Raunham is clearly a model of loving-kindness
and a clergyman through which the Chur ch functions as a social force.
Timothy Hands sums up this character:
A stable supporter of the community, a promoter of rural
peace and a cohesive cause of local unity, Raunham is the
benevolent encourager of Carriford's communal life. No
clergyman could do more; and, in Hardy's eyes, no clergy
man could do better. (129)
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Raunham is not an overtly religious man; he does little in the novel that
could not have been performed by a character in a secular profession.
There is one convenience to his being a clergyman: it allows him to know
Cytherea without the necessity of either being related to her or in pursuit
of her as a lover/wife, although he does care for Cytherea. The narrator
says of him,
Now the rector, though a solitary bachelor, was as gallant
and courteous to womankind as an ancient Iberian; and,
moreover, he was Cytherea's friend in particular, to an
extent far greater than she had ever surmised. (338)
And later,
Cytherea's bright eyes, mutely and demurely glancing up at
him Sunday after Sunday, had been the means of driving
away many of the saturnine humours that creep into an
empty heart during the hours of a solitary life; in this case,
however, to supplant them, when she left his parish, by
those others of a more aching nature which accompany an
overfull one. In short, he had been on the verge of feeling
towards her that passion to which his dignified self-respect
would not give its true name, even in the privacy of his own
thought. (339)
He does not speak his feelings to her, however. He is aware of her
situation and puts his own feelings aside as he assists her in putting her
life in order even though this means she will marry some other member
of the community. His silence is an ongoing act of loving-kindness.
Raunharn's involvement with the community at large is evident in
the respect of the people who look to him for leadership. His
introduction into the novel occurs when a fire breaks out in the inn.
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Raunham takes charge. After quickly assessing the situation, he organizes
the men who put out the fire:
A group had collected round the rector, who in a coat which
had become bespattered, scorched, and torn in his exertions,
was directing on one hand the proceedings relative to the
removal of goods into the church, and with the other was
pointing out the spot on which it was most desirable that
the puny engines at their disposal should be made to play.
(205)
Raunham's willingness to use the church building for purposes
other than worship is an instinctive act of consideration for the people
and an acknowledgement that the church is part of the community not
an institution artificially appended to it:
The rector had decided that, in distressing circumstances of
the case, there would be no sacrilege in placing in the
church, for the night, the pieces of furniture and utensils
which had been saved from the several houses. There was
no other place of safety for them, and they accordingly were
gathered there. (206-207)
Concern for the community is evident in Raunham's knowledge of
its affairs. Raunham is a source of much information. He informs
Manston of Mrs. Manston's death in the fire and explains how she came
to be at the Inn rather than at Manston's residence. One of the reasons
Cytherea first comes to visit Raunham is that he saves copies of the
Casterbridge Chronicle from which she hopes to gather clues about
Manston's past.
Raunham's concern for the welfare of others is evident in his
willingness to become involved in their affairs. When a railway porter
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reveals that Mrs. Manston may still be alive, the rector organizes the
attempt to find the recently married Manston and Cytherea to forestall
anything besmirching to Cytherea' s honor from occurring because the
couple is ignorant of the fact that Mrs.Manston lives. The always
prepared Raunham carries a train schedule and is able to advise
Cytherea's brother on what train to take. He also suggests a means to get
word to the couple since catching them by train will require a delay of
some hours.
Raunham is sensitive to the desires of the individuals who come to
him for assistance. For example when Cyrherea first approaches him
about the newspaper,
he saw her wish to be reserved, and with genuine good taste
and good nature made no comment whatever upon her
request ... he placed the papers before her ...with a
timidity as great as her own, and left her entirely to herself
(339)
When she takes leave of him, Raunham calls her Cytherea "by an
intuition that unpleasant memories might be revived if he called her Miss
Graye after wishing her good-bye as Mrs.Manston at the wedding"
(340). However, his intuition is not perfect. He asked Cytherea twice at
the first meeting if she wanted help, but he did not speak his heart. The
narrator notes, "If he had spoken what he felt, 'I want very much to help
you, Cytherea, and have been watching Manston on your account,' she
would gladly have accepted his offer" (340).
When Raunham acknowledges an awareness of the class of the
people, it is to the benefit of those whose position in the class structure
makes them vulnerable. In advising Manston, Raunham notes that
Cyrherea and her brother "are socially too dependent to be able to make
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much stir in the matter" (314). He therefore enjoins Manston "to proceed
candidly and fairly" to avoid "undue suspicion" (321). Raunham makes
no hasty judgements on Manston's motive. Not until he has gathered
evidence does he condemn Manston's actions and assist in bringing him
to justice.
An outgrowth of acting with loving-kindness is that people think
well of Raunham. There is no indication that Cytherea's and her
brother's assessment of him is false. Cytherea says that Raunham is "not
only a good, but a sensible man" (373).
Finally, Raunham is a plain and simple man. He does not desire
wealth and rejects it when it is offered. When his relative, Miss Aldclyffe,
dies leaving all to Cytherea except the payment of a legacy to Raunham,
Cytherea insists on turning the property over to Raunham. He is equally
insistent that she keep it. He finally agrees to a compromise from which
he will benefit little. Hardy has one of the rustics in the novel describe
the situation:
"She waived her right in favor o' Mr.Raunham. Now, if
there's a man in the world that cares nothen about land-I
don't say there is, but if there is -'tis our pa'son. He's like
a snail. He's a-growed so the shape o' that there rectory that
'a wouldn' think o' leaven it even in name. ' 'Tis yours,
Miss Graye,' says he. 'No 'tis yours,' says she. ' "Tisn'
mine,' says he .... (451)
Mr. Raunham took it: young Springrove was had as agent
and steward, and put to live in Knapwater House, close here
at hand-just if 'twas his own ....[sic] Mr. Raunham
never interferin ....And a settlement ha' been drawn up
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this very day, whereby their children, heirs, and cetrer, are
to inherit after Mr. Raunham's death." (452)
Another of Hardy's favorable portraits of a clergyman is that of the
Reverend James Clare in Tess of the d'Urbervilles. Like the Reverend
Mr.Raunham, Reverend James Clare is a plain and simple man, not at all
interested in acquiring wealth. Unlike the Reverend Mr. Raunham who
is High Church, Reverend James Clare is the consummate Evangelical.
The narrator of Tess calls him "a spiritual descendant in the direct line
from Wycliffe, Huss, Luther, Calvin; an Evangelical of the Evangelicals, a
Conversionist, a man of Apostolic simplicity in life and thought" (154).
In Reverend James Clare, Hardy shows the strengths and weakness of
Evangelical thinking.
As an artistic creation, Reverend James Clare serves as a foil for his
clerical son Felix, his academic son Cuthbert, and his "heathen" son
Angel. The contrast between the elder Clare's strength of purpose, and
true faith, and his sons' shallowness helps to illustrate the qualities of
man, clergy or otherwise, that Hardy would have dominate. The elder
Clare has his faults, but lack of conviction and the courage to persevere
are not among them. The narrator describes the Reverend James Clare as
a simple man who "had in his raw youth made up his mind once for all
on the deeper questions of existence, and admitted no further reasoning
on them thenceforward" (154). If the refusal to reason further seems
rigid, it is not without merit in practice. Reverend James Clare does good
work: "those totally opposed to him were unwillingly won to admiration
for his thoroughness, and for the remarkable power he showed in
dismissing all question as to principles in his energy for applying them"
(154). Furthermore, Reverend James Clare's adherence to the principles of
his own conscience is a far more appealing trait than his sons' Felix and
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Cuthbert' s tendency to follow the crowd. The two younger men are
damned with this description:
[Felix and Cuthbert were] non-evangelical, well-educated,
hall-marked young men, correct to their remotest fibre; such
unimpeachable models as are turned out yearly by the lathe
of a systematic tuition. They were both somewhat short
sighted and when it was the custom to wear a single eyeglass
and string they wore a single eyeglass and string; when it
was the custom to wear a double glass they wore a double
glass; when it was the custom to wear spectacles they wore
spectacles straightway, all without reference to the particular
variety of defect in their own vision. (156)
The above passage goes on to reveal that the brothers are equally
malleable in their tastes for literature and art. In comparing these two
sons to their father the narrator says,
[Felix] was less self-sacrificing and disinterested. More
tolerant than his father of a contradictory opinion, in its
aspect as a danger to its holder, he was less ready than his
father to pardon it as a slight to his own reaching. Cuthbert
was, upon the whole, the more liberal-minded, though,
with greater subtlety, he had not so much heart (156).
Angel Clare is harder to briefly characterize than either his father or his
brothers. Angel believes he has found his own answers to questions of
principles like his father, but his actions prove him to be more like his
brothers in accepting the conventional mores of society.
Regardless of their individual philosophies, the true colors of each
of these men are revealed in their treatment of less fortunate individuals,
specifically Tess. Only the Reverend James Clare passes this test of
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loving-kindness. Angel fails to forgive Tess even though she has forgiven
him for a similar sin. Felix and Cuthbert never meet Tess, but that they
would not accept her is clear from their failure to acknowledge her
marriage to Angel. Undoubtedly, they would place Tess among the "few
unimportant scores of millions of outsiders in civilized society, persons
who were neither University men nor churchmen; ... [who] were to be
tolerated rather than reckoned with and respected" (156). The Reverend
Mr. Clare, like Felix and Cuthbert, never meets Tess. The reader is
assured that he and Mrs. Clare would have aided her in her distress. After
Tess's aborted attempt to visit the Clares the narrator says:
it was somewhat unfortunate that she had encountered the
sons and not the father, who, despite his narrowness, was far
less starched and ironed than they, and had to the full the
gift of charity .... Her present condition was precisely one
which would have enlisted the sympathies of old Mr. and
Mrs. Clare. Their hearts went out of them at a bound
cowards extreme cases, when the subtle mental troubles of
the less desperate among mankind failed to win their
interest or regard. In jumping at Publicans and Sinners they
would forget that a word might be said for the worries of
Scribes and Pharisees; and this defect or limitation might
have recommended their own daughter-in-law to them at
this moment as a fairly choice sort of last person for their
love. (296)
The loving-kindness of the elder Clare is also rested by his son
Angel. In deciding what to do with Angel, the Reverend Mr. Clare had
to balance love for his son with love for his Church. He wanted to give
Angel the advantage of a university education similar to his brothers,
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but the uncompromising Evangelical did not even now hold
that he would have been justified in giving his son, an
unbeliever, the same academic advantages that he had given
to the two others, when it was possible, if not probable, that
those very advantages might have been used to decry the
doctrines which he had made it his life's mission and desire
to propagate, and the mission of his ordained sons likewise.
To put with one hand a pedestal under the feet of the two
faithful ones, and with the other co exalt the unfaithful by
the same artificial means, he deemed co be alike inconsistent
with his convictions, his position, and his hopes. (332)
Since the Reverend Mr. Clare does not want co compromise either
his son or his Church, he devises a plan that he hopes will be the best for
Angel:
His father then told him that, as he had not been put to the
expense of sending Angel up to Cambridge, he had felt it
his duty to set by a sum of money every year cowards the
purchase or lease of land for him some day, that he might
not feel himself unduly slighted.
'As far as worldly wealth goes,' continued his father,
'you will no doubt stand far superior to your brothers in a
few years.' (159)
Reverend Mr. Clare loves his son enough co suffer doubt over his
decision. The reader is cold that Reverend Clare's wife voices her worries
over Angel infrequently because she
knew that his [Reverend Clare's] mind coo was troubled by
doubts as to his j usrice in this matter. Only too often had
she heard him lying awake at night, stifling sighs for Angel
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with prayers....he loved his misnamed Angel, and in
secret mourned over this treatment of him as Abraham
might have mourned over the doomed Isaac while they
went up the hill together. His silent self-generated regrets
were far bitterer than the reproaches which his wife rendered
audible. (332-333)
The Reverend James Clare has much in common with the
Reverend Mr.Maumb ry. Like Reverend Maumbry, Reverend Clare is
modeled on a man whom Hardy knew well and admired. Both men put
themselves in harm's way for others. Clare's self-sacrifice is evident in his
attitude toward the danger he faces. He tells Angel: "I have borne blows
from men in a mad state of intoxication ...A dozen times, my boy.
What then? I have saved them from the guilt of murdering their own
flesh and blood thereby; and they have lived to thank me, and praise
God" (164).
There is a sense of humility about the Reverend Mr.Clare that is
absent from the Halboroughs. Reverend Clare wants to convert souls for
God, while Joshua does works "solely for the honour and glo ry that
warriors win." While the Reverend Mr. Clare does claim to have been the
instrument "of wondrous conversions of evil livers ...he also candidly
admitted many failures" and as an example of a failure tells Angel of his
encounter with Alec d'Urberville (163).
The Reverend Mr.Clare's loving-kindness is frequently pointed
out in the narration of the story. There are numerous positive
descriptions of him (and his wife), for example,
[Angel's] father looked what in fact he was-an earnest,
God-fearing man (154)
One thing he certainly was-sincere (155)
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But the kindness of his heart was such that he never
resented anything for long (155)
unselfish Mr. and Mrs. Clare (157)
The self-denying pair (158)
[Angel] felt that his parents were right in their practice if
wrong in their want of sentiment and said no more (158)
[Angel] ... recognized the hero under the pietist (164)
In his simplicity, his humility and his treatment of people the
Reverend Mr. Clare's behavior is in keeping with the dictates of loving
kindness.

Conclusion

Thomas Hardy's handling of the clerical characters in his fiction
leads easily to the belief that Hardy was not as pessimistic about the
human condition as his critics have believed in the past. Although the
Halborough brothers behave like criminals, the Reverends Helmsdale and
Swancourt like less than saintly men, their presence and the evil that they
do is more than counterbalanced by the good works of the Reverend John
Maumbry, the Reverend John Raunham , the Reverend James Clare and
several others. In this latter group Hardy reveals his firm belief that
loving-kindness is present in mankind and that men can choose to be
good. Hardy's handling of the clerical characters also reinforces the
attitude that the church has a function to fulfill, namely that of a
socializing force for the good of humanity because humanity is worth
helping. The world can be a better place as soon as people are willing to
be as lovingly kind as the Reverend James Clare, the Reverend John
Raunham, the Reverend Mr. Woodwell, the Reverend Mr. Torkingham,
and Parson Williams, and to avoid the cruel acts of men like the
Halborough brothers, Christopher Swancourt and Cuthbert Helmsdale.
What is clear from his clerical characters is that Hardy did indeed
perceive the church to be an institution that cared for the physical and
social needs of the community and of individuals. The best summation
of Hardy's attitude as revealed in his clerical characters belongs to
Grimsditch who states,
In all Hardy's presentments of the clergy, in all his dealings
with matters theological, the point of view he takes up is
that the really important things are not dogmas, but
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honesty, justice, generosity, unselfishness and steadfastness
under 'the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune.' (149)
Thomas Hardy claimed that over fifty years of searching had not
caused him to find God. In that time, however, Hardy apparently did
find models of loving-kindness. This discovery is reflected in his clerical
characters, characters who appear frequently throughout his prose writing
career.
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